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Learning Objectives 

1. Reinforce concepts and vocabulary from Core Knowledge:  
• Concepts: What can we learn about penguins? 
• Vocabulary: snow, ice, penguins 
2. Art concepts:  
• Demonstrate the use of watercolor to paint  
• Demonstrate an understanding of elements and principles of design:  

line (vertical, diagonal, horizontal, curved, zig-zag), space (foreground, middleground, background)  
• Demonstrate understanding of what landscapes are, what they might include, and what information is conveyed in a landscape 
• Explore connections between the various disciplines of science and the visual arts 
• Explore the factual information in a visual way to suit different learning styles 

National Core Art Standards 

Creating:  
VA:Cr1.2 Investigate, Plan, Make: 
Generate and conceptualize 
artistic ideas and work 

Presenting:  
VA:Pr6.1 Analyze: Convey 
meaning through the presentation 
of artistic work. 

Responding:  
VARe.8.1 Perceive: Interpret 
intent and meaning in artistic 
work 

Connecting:  
VACn10.1 Interpret: Synthesize 
and relate knowledge and 
personal experiences to make art

Nevada State Art Standards 

 
Complimentary Common Core State Standards for ELA 

Writing Standard K.3: Use a combination of drawing, dictating and writing to compose informative/explanatory texts in which they name what they are writing 
about and supply some information about the topic. 

Next Generation Science Standards 

 

 

Time Frame 

VA: 1.0 Knowledge 1.3.3;  
Students know and apply visual arts media, 
techniques, and processes. 

VA: 3.0 Content 3.3.2 
Students choose, apply, and evaluate a range of 
subject matter, symbols, and ideas. 

VA: 5.0 Interpretation 5.3.3 
Students analyze and assess characteristics, merits, and 
meaning in their own work and the work of others. 
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4—45 minute class sessions 

Materials Needed 

9”x12” white paper/watercolor paper 
pencils 
erasers 

white crayons 
watercolor paints 
water buckets 

paintbrushes 
Penguins in Antarctic Landscape photo
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Activities 

Session 1: 
Introduction  
Visual Art Essential Question: How do art words help us understand art?  
Core Content Review Questions/Building Background: What do you know about penguins? What do you know about snow and ice? 

Class will read EQ together and break down the question for full comprehension. Then class will discuss core content questions to build 
background on the science topic related to the art. 

Teacher will introduce an image of penguins in an Antarctic landscape with snow and an iceberg. Teacher will ask students, “What do you see?” 
Teacher will apply art vocabulary to what students say, including: landscape, space, front, middle, back, size.  

“Today we are going to create sketches of a landscape of penguins in an Antarctic landscape with ice and snow.”  

Demonstration 
Teacher will first demonstrate how to make a landscape sketch in sketchbook with a horizontal rectangle, adding a horizon line, iceberg, and 
penguins that are in the front, middle, and back of different sizes. Also adding footprint texture to the snow. 

Teacher will pass back sketchbooks, and ask first student to remind everyone how to “Work Like an Artist” (quietly, focused, in your “Studio 
Bubble”).  

Guided Practice 
Students will have the opportunity to demonstrate proper art techniques (sketching) as described above. Teacher will circulate to assist, redirect 
and monitor as needed. 

Clean Up/Closure 
Teacher will collect sketchbooks while reviewing new art concepts and core concepts as we clean up by asking students EQ. Students answer 
individually or in groups if needed. 

Session 2: 
Introduction  
Visual Art Essential Question: How do artists work?  
Core Content Review Questions/Building Background: What do you know about penguins? What do you know about snow and ice? 

Class will read EQ together and break down the question for full comprehension. Then class will discuss core content questions to build 
background on the science topic related to the art. 
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Teacher will re-introduce the image of Penguins in an Antarctic Landscaper. Teacher will ask students, “Who can use a vocabulary word in a 
sentence to describe this painting?” Students will apply art vocabulary to painting, including: landscape, space, front, middle, back, size.  

“Today we are going to create our own large scale landscape of Penguins in an Antarctic Landscape.” 

Demonstration 
Teacher will first demonstrate how to transfer ideas from a sketchbook to drawing a large scale piece of art by changing the orientation of the 
page, adding a horizon line, and clouds to the sky. Next, add large subjects in the front, medium sized subjects in the middle, and small subjects in 
the back. 

Teacher will give students paper, and ask first student to remind everyone how to “Work Like an Artist” (quietly, focused, in your “Studio Bubble.  

Teacher will review individually for any child that needs help, extra assistance or was absent. 

Guided Practice 
Students will have the opportunity to demonstrate proper art techniques (drawing) as described above. Teacher will circulate to assist, redirect 
and monitor as needed. 

Clean Up/Closure 
Teacher will collect work for completion during the next class session while reviewing new art concepts and core concepts as we clean up by 
asking students EQ. Students answer individually or in groups if needed. 

Session 3: 
Introduction  
Visual Art Essential Question: How do artists color?  
Core Content Review Questions/Building Background: What color are penguins? 

Class will read EQ together and break down the question for full comprehension.  

Teacher will re-introduce the image of Penguins in an Antarctic Landscaper. Teacher will ask students, “Who can use a vocabulary word in a 
sentence to describe this painting?” Students will apply art vocabulary to painting, including: landscape, space, front, middle, back, size.  

Teacher will fill waterbuckets and set out paints on tables while students review. 

“Today we are going to add color to our landscape on the penguins and the sky.” 

Demonstration 
Teacher will show students how to color with Hard Pressure Coloring with crayon by pinching the bottom of the crayon and pushing hard. Teacher 
will explain we use crayon to resist watercolor paint, so we can paint over the penguins. 
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Teacher will give students their artwork and a placemat, and students go to seats and add color with hard pressure. 

Teacher will fill water buckets and place paint on table groups while students are coloring with crayon. After they are finished they return for 
painting demonstration. 

Teacher will first introduce students to Mr. Paintbrush with his Mohawk of hair and discuss why it is important to use him gently so the bristles 
don’t break off or get bent. Next, teacher will demonstrate how to use a paintbrush in watercolor paint: by following the pattern of DIP-WIPE-
GENTLY SWIRL then GENTLY PAINT.  

Teacher will give students a paintbrush, and ask first student to remind everyone how to “Work Like an Artist” (quietly, focused, in your “Studio 
Bubble).  

Teacher will review individually for any child that needs help, extra assistance or was absent. 

Guided Practice 
Students will have the opportunity to demonstrate proper art techniques (hard pressure coloring with crayon, painting with watercolor) as 
described above. Teacher will circulate to assist, redirect and monitor as needed. 

Clean Up/Closure 
Teacher will collect work for completion during the next class session while reviewing new art concepts and core concepts as we clean up by 
asking students EQ. Students answer individually or in groups if needed. 

Session 4: 
Introduction  
Visual Art Essential Question: What does our art mean?  
Core Content Review Questions/Building Background:  

Class will read EQ together and break down the question for full comprehension.  

 “Today we are going to finish painting our Penguin landscapes, and then look at them like we are in an art museum.” 

Demonstration 
Teacher will ask students, “Who remembers how to use Mr. Paintbrush?” Teacher will demonstrate how to clean the brush for switching colors or 
for cleanup: by GENTLY SWEEPING the bottom of the water bucket, like you would a broom to let all the paint particles out of the middle of the 
brush; then GENTLY SQUEEZING the bristles to rid it of excess water. 

Teacher will mount artwork for display and students will write their name, grade, and year. 
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Teacher will demonstrate to students how to behave in a Gallery Walk (hands behind back, slowly walking around the room and viewing others 
artworks, positive comments only) and how to positively Critique a work of art (discuss artwork with the given set of vocabulary words). 

Guided Practice 
*Students who were absent or need more time to complete their work may sit at the demonstration table and complete work while listening to 
the critique. 

Students will have the opportunity to demonstrate proper art techniques (painting with watercolor, participating in a Gallery Walk) as described 
above. All students will observe artwork for 2-5 minutes and return to the carpet. Then teacher will ask, “Who saw an artwork that they would like 
to discuss?” The artwork will then be displayed on the board and the student will Critique (with a sentence) using relevant vocabulary in a positive 
manner.  

Teacher will circulate to assist, redirect and monitor as needed. 

Clean Up/Closure 
Teacher will collect work for display while reviewing new art concepts by asking students EQ. Students answer individually or in groups if needed. 

Writing Extension Piece 

What is happening in your picture? (Use 2 of your 3 vocabulary words: snow, ice, penguins.)  

 

 

 

 


